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ARTIST WANTED. Computer graphics.
No experience necessary.
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Designer, the paint program that
turns beginners into experts. Use it
to give shape and color to your
ideas. To express yourself. Or for
just plain fun. It'll make you look
like a pro. (If you've already got a
job, Designer can help you with
that, too.)

Full benefits.
Just look at the Designer menuit's a studio for the old masters,
with none of the mess. Versatile
brushes, colorful strokes, rich
patterns. A vibrant palette of paints

that you can't spill. An airbrush
that never clogs (remember what
that's like?). Make your own
custom tools, create an animated
ca~to~m, type in titles and sign your
pamtmgs.

On-the-job training.
You call this work? Designer is
easier than picking up a paintbrush.
Point to what you want with your
mouse, press a button, and Voila!
(Need HELP? - point to that.)

You'll know your way around in
a few hours. But even in a few
months, you won't exhaust the rich
power of Designer - though you
may be bucking for a promotion.
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With Designer, you're on the job
in a fully-equipped artist's studio.
16-color palette - choose the paint you
want with a dab of your - well, your
mouse. You can also mix your own
hues and shades, using any 16 at a time
out of more than 500 (color mixing
possible only with a television or
composite monitor).

Airbrush with one, two or three colors
at a time to add texture and shading to
your paintings. You control the density
and shape of Designer's airbrush spray ;
turn on the optional "electronic mask"
to restrict airbrushing to a specific area.

Paint with up to 10 brushes, 28 strokes,
30 patterns - or create your own
custom tools, then save them on
diskette to use any time.

Become an animator - create and
run animation sequences of up to 30
frames. You can vary the overall speed
for each sequence as well as the frame
delay, or display time, for each frame.

Not just tools, but many handy aids
for using them, too. Draw freehand, or
let Designer help you plot points with
precision, draw lines and make perfect
geometric shapes, including triangles,
circles and ovals.

Add titles and other text to your
graphic creations, using any of
Designer's 6 built-in fonts or type
styles. Try your hand at typographical
design by creating your own custom
fonts .

Zoom to 2x or 4x magnification for
close-up work on fine details.

Anything you create with Designer can
be stored on diskette, then loaded
again into your computer at any time
for display, refinement or printing.

A window on your world of art - put a
frame around a specific image, then
erase it, move or copy it, even stretch
it. Or store windowed images on
disk~tte for use in other Designer
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User's Guide features a step-by-step
introduction to computer graphics
with Designer, plus an easy-to-use
reference section that provides
complete details on every Desi
tool and function . O nscreen
available for every major feature .

Package includes a Data Diskette
containing built-in tools and fonts as
well as sample Designer paintings and
animation sequences.
Required equipment:
Mindset Personal Computer
128KRAM
1 Disk Drive
Mindset MS-DOS
RGB or composite monitor or
television
Mindset Mouse or Joystick optional
Designer directly supports the
printers and plotters:
Diablo
Quad
Epson
NEC
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